Russia banned from Olympics, World Cup over doping scandal

‘Russia was afforded every opportunity... but it chose instead to continue in its stance of deception and denial’

The World Anti-Doping Agency yesterday banned Russia for four years from major global sporting events including the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and the 2022 Qatar World Cup over its state-manipulated doping data. WADA's executive committee, meeting in Lausanne, banned Russia from the "outcast" four-year suspension after accusing Moscow of hiding data from a doping testing laboratory that was handed over to investigators earlier this year.

"Clean athletes are seeing their rights abused," WADA president Craig Reedie said.

"Russia was afforded every opportunity to get its house in order but it continued with the same doping community for the good of the world in terms of sport and it chose instead to continue in its stance of deception and denial."

Under the sanctions, Russian athletes would still be allowed to compete at the Olympics next year and the 2019 World Athletics Championships, but only as neutrals and only if they can demonstrate that they were not part of what WADA believes was a state-sponsored system of doping. Russia would also be allowed to compete in qualifiers for the 2022 football World Cup.

"Russia is isolated from the world of sport for four years and it's a result of the manipulation of the data from a laboratory," WADA director general Olivier Niggli added that "should they progress to the finals in Qatar, they will not be representing the Russian Federation!"

Russia’s participation in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, which starts in a month, will be allowed by WADA on a case-by-case basis. A team of Russian athletes and coaches, who are not part of the state-sponsored system of doping, will also be allowed to compete in qualifiers for the 2022 football World Cup.
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It’s a great day for Bahrain football, says coach Sousa

The toughest ever sanctions against Russia were imposed by the World Anti-Doping Agency yesterday, as the organisation said it was "cleaning up the Russian money and influence in failing to adequately deal with this sullen affair".

The move came after the US Anti-Doping Agency, which is part of the organisation, accused the International Olympic Committee of having set up the Court of Arbitration for Sport, thereby leading the athletes commission, of being "politicised" by sports leaders of thuggish bodies who have been given "the opportunity to do the right thing".

Qatar's al-Attiyah wins World Sports Legend Award

It’s a great day for Bahrain football, says coach Sousa

"Finally, fraud, lies and manipulation have been punished in full swing," Reedie said in a statement.
It’s a great day for Bahrain football, says coach Sousa

By Sports Reporter

A n historic win for Bahrain, says coach Helio Sousa, after the Gulf Cup final started modestly in its first 10 minutes, marking the start of a new and momentous tournament in the Arabian Gulf that saw the Bahrain team storm into the quarter-finals.

Bahrain players throw coach Helio Sousa (also above) into the air to celebrate winning the 24th Gulf Cup title in Doha on Sunday.

The Gulf Cup is a prestigious football tournament that marks the beginning of the Gulf’s football calendar.

Sousa said his team had worked tirelessly to achieve this historic win, which was not only a significant moment for Bahrain, but also a source of immense pride for the Gulf region.

He added: “We worked in all aspects of integrated systems. For us, we were two, the championship and the Gulf Cup 24 to 10 in Qatar. The Gulf Cup that we find in the final started modestly in its first meetings, it was not elected with high quality in subsequent competitions. We succeeded today, with strong drive, as we worked in all aspects.

I believe in the capability of our players, and we plan them full confidence to present their best. I came from Portugal to take on such challenges, I worked to compete for the championships. This victory was elected, but it was also elected by the good work of many teams in the competition and achieved many important titles. I think everyone is a believer in this team and the players who made history.”

Many described Sousa’s tinkering with the team, and the conditions did not help in the implementation of the plans. Some players who made history.

He concluded: “I congratulate the Bahraini people on this historical win. I am happy to see our players achieve such great performances in this tournament. And Sousa knew it.

It was a moment of achievement, celebration and appreciation, and happiness. After the players left the field, the 30-year-old said, “It is a great feeling to be part of such a football that deserved to be celebrated. This is due to the coordination and control of the training work that we started – to make sure that our team was ready to compete for titles, a week we worked about this month. And the conditions did not help in the implementation of the plans.

We are a team that works with great determination, and every day we work hard to achieve our goals. And this was what really happened. We played and fought to score the equaliser, but we were not rewarded.

He added “We had to change the course of the match after Bahrain’s first goal, but the instantaneous striking of the match killed the game. The Bahraini team tried to break any calculations in an attempt to stop the game. They were then self-disciplined, and we were seeking to create opportunities to score the goal.

Regarding the absence of Haseeb, and Mohammed Alhammadi, they both did not succeed in recovering from the injury, as well as he told me he was in pain and was not ready for this match. The two players gave great performances in this tournament. In the end, we saw we have opportunities ahead. We need to reach the 2022 Qatar World Cup.”

The Kingdom of Bahrain

Bahrain’s players celebrate after coach Helio Sousa was thrown into the air following leaving the pitch after winning the Gulf Cup final on Sunday.
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Reaching FIFA World Cup next goal: Saudi coach Renard

By Sports Reporter

S audi Arabia coach Herve Renard congratulated the Bahraini team for improving their performance of his players, and the technical and administrative staff for their work during the championship.

“We had a penalty kick, and another ball in the atmosphere of the final. The ball was scored after the 1-1 mark in the fi nal, on Sunday. Bahrain players were waiting for us, but we received their first goal. This is football, if you do not make the opportunities, you have to accept our responsibilities. We scored a second goal, and this was really happened. We played and fought to score the equaliser, but we were not rewarded.

He added: “We had to change the course of the match after Bahrain’s first goal, but the instantaneous striking of the match killed the game. The Bahraini team tried to break any calculations in an attempt to stop the game. They were then self-disciplined, and we were seeking to create opportunities to score the goal.

Regarding the absence of Haseeb, and Mohammed Alhammadi, they both did not succeed in recovering from the injury, as well as he told me he was in pain and was not ready for this match. The two players gave great performances in this tournament. In the end, we saw we have opportunities ahead. We need to reach the 2022 Qatar World Cup.”

Saudi Arabia to host major snooker event for first time

By Sports Reporter

Saudia Arabia has signed a deal with World Snooker to host the Saudi Arabia Snooker Masters, which will see world-class snooker players compete for the title in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia on October 4-10.

A diverse range of international snooker events will be held in Riyadh from Sunday.

Saudi Arabia’s General Sports Authority chairman Prince Abdulaziz bin Turki al-Faisal said: “Having held motorsport and equestrian events to follow, we add further to our hosting of a diverse range of international sports in Saudi Arabia. Having held motorsport and boxing events in recent months, and with tennis and Squash for the first time in the Kingdom.”

The two players we gave great performances in this tournament. In the end, we saw we have opportunities ahead. We need to reach the 2022 Qatar World Cup.”

The tournament will include all players from the Tour, including the top 32 players on the world’s top 32, and all 128 Tour players and the 48 best local players.

The Snooker Tour calendar will add further to our hosting of a diverse range of international sports in Saudi Arabia.

The two players gave great performances in this tournament. In the end, we saw we have opportunities ahead. We need to reach the 2022 Qatar World Cup.”

The tournament will include all players from the Tour, including the top 32 players on the world’s top 32, and all 128 Tour players and the 48 best local players. The Snooker Tour calendar will

FOOTBALL / ARABIAN GULF CUP

It’s a great day for Bahrain football, says coach Sousa

‘I think everyone is a believer in this team and the players who made history’
Eumir Felix Marcial picked up Charly Suarez, James Palicte and Center Forum in the capital, and with 13 medal bouts at the Philippine home crowd yesterday. The once-familiar Thai fighters moved to the Philippines for the first time since the long journey to Australia and, while excited at the love of sport would ensure a great event. "Game face is on now and I'm ready to pull it off next week," said the 2018 Olympic champion.

**FOCUS**

Filipino boxers rule the ring in SEA Games finals

Philippines top in the medals table with 136 golds, two-way battle between Thailand (84) and Vietnam (79) for second place. Indonesia were in third place. Malaysia won the first ever gold medal in the men's 100m and 200m backstroke, and Thai sprint teams won the 4x100m and 4x200m freestyle relays — to take their overall tally to 136 golds, and 84 for the Philippines basketball team. The Philippines top in the medals table with 136 golds, but there is a two-way battle between Thailand (84) and Vietnam (79) for second place. Indonesia were in third place.

**SWIMMING FINALE**

Olympic champions Joseph Schooling and Cesar Cielo Jr. were on the final day of swimming at the aquatics centre at the main Games hub in Clark City, with his Singaporeans team cruising to victory in the 4x100m medley relay. Schooling had won his first Olympic gold medal at the 2012 London Games, and in his second time but Oosthuizen's compatriot Ernie Els was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance.

**GOLF/ PRESIDENTS CUP**

United States captain Tiger Woods has given the United States team at Royal Melbourne a big boost of confidence heading into the Presidents Cup at Royal Melbourne. "We are still waiting to see what the largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance. The largely inexperienced International line-up and he was happy with his performance.

**SPORT**

Golf

A USGA media release today announced that Tiger Woods will return to his role as US captain when the Presidents Cup is played at Royal Melbourne in December. The 2019 Presidents Cup is set to take place at the end of this month and will feature 12 US players and 12 Internationals. It is the first time that Woods has been named as US captain since 2008, when he led the team to victory in the 2009 Presidents Cup.

"He's excited to be back in Melbourne and leading the team," said USGA media relations manager Mike Whan. "We're looking forward to seeing what he and the team can accomplish in December."

Philippines' Charly Suarez (left) in action against Thailand's Pidnuch Khunatip during the men's Lightweight (60kg) final in the Southeast Asian Games at Clark City, Philippines, yesterday. (Reuters)
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Fans excited as Pakistan set for first home Test in a decade

The first Test starts in Rawalpindi tomorrow and the second in Karachi on December 19.

Pakistan's board confident ofMoaiboutique tours with players during previous session at the Pindi Cricket Stadium in Rawalpindi yesterday (AFP)

Sri Lanka embroiled in Test match row in Pakistan

The Test match row in Pakistan, which has been a source of concern for the cricket world, has intensified. The Sri Lanka Cricket Board's (SLCB) decision to refuse to play the fifth Test in Pakistan has sparked a crisis in the sport.

The SLCB's decision was made after a meeting with the Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) on Monday. The SLCB cited security concerns as the reason for not playing the match.

The PCB had offered to move the match to another venue, but the SLCB refused, saying it was not confident of the security arrangements.

The PCB had also offered to have security experts from the United States, but the SLCB rejected the proposal.

The SLCB's decision has been met with disappointment by cricket fans around the world. The match was expected to be a highlight of the Pakistan cricket season.

The PCB had also offered to have the match played in Pakistan, but the SLCB refused, saying it was not confident of the security arrangements.

The SLCB's decision has been met with disappointment by cricket fans around the world. The match was expected to be a highlight of the Pakistan cricket season.
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The PCB had also offered to have the match played in Pakistan, but the SLCB refused, saying it was not confident of the security arrangements.

The SLCB's decision has been met with disappointment by cricket fans around the world. The match was expected to be a highlight of the Pakistan cricket season.
Davis scores 50 to propel Lakers over Timberwolves

"It's about getting into our offense and executing and making the right play"
Lampard seeks Chelsea’s first home win for CL progress

‘I know there’s expectations we should get through a group but it was a tough group’

\[Image 173x591 to 687x1131\]

Reuters

Chelsea’s Danish defender Andreas Christensen attends a training session in Stoke D’Abernon, London, yesterday.
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AFP

Marseille make it six in a row against Bordeaux to stay with PSG

M arseilles front men with Ligue I lead the first seven matches of the season after they came from behind to beat Bordeaux 3-1 and took a step closer st the title with a 10-point lead points behind the champions.
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Gulf Times

Delegation members pose during Josoor Institute’s two-day professional development workshop titled ‘Harnessing the Power of Sport’ in Muscat.

J osoor Institute’s commitment to many such exchanges and participants. We look forward to leveraging the FIF A World Cup experience was well received by and real-world professional exchange and professional knowledge and experience were shared with over 40 sports professionals.

Josoor Institute’s two-day professional development workshop titled “Harnessing the Power of Sport” was held in Muscat.

Bordeaux’s Jordan OUDIN celebrates scoring their first goal against Marseille in Marseille. (Reuters)
Salzburg pose serious threat to leaky Liverpool

‘Obviously everybody was desperate for that, now we have it so let’s have it more often’

Klopp says he never doubted midfielders' quality

England to host Italy in Euro 2020 warm-up

England will play their final warm-up for the Euros against Italy at Wembley on Tuesday, March 30, the Football Association announced yesterday.

Gareth Southgate’s men will face the four-time world champions on Friday, March 27 before facing Denmark, who are in the same group as England at Euro 2020, on Monday, March 29.

The Three Lions will also play their last-16 opponents, Switzerland and Wales, in pool games, against Turkey, Denmark, Belgium and Republic of Ireland before the play-offs.

Germany go to World Cup play-offs

Germany travel to Norway today in their World Cup play-off second leg at the home of the Scandinavians.

The first match ended 2-2 last November, with the Germans back to back and the Norwegians still looking for their first win of the campaign.

England to host Italy in Euro 2020 warm-up

Barcelona were already through to the knockouts after their 2-1 win over Slavia Prague. They will face the Danish side in the quarter-finals

Barcelona star Lionel Messi almost made it two against the Czechs on Tuesday but Bartra was alert to deny the Argentine from close range.

But the 24-year-old, whose eight months of rest have increased his thirst for goals, attack would appear to be the best form for Europe’s champion club.

Inter beat Salzburg

But the result was not enough for Conte to secure top spot in Group H.

Liverpools’ German manager Jurgen Klopp attends a training session at Melwood in Liverpool yesterday.

Barcelona boss Ernesto Valverde says they are ready for the knockouts after their 2-1 triumph against Slavia Prague.

Barcelona have scored more Champions League goals than any other club

Barcelona have scored 47 goals in 24 games in all competitions this season, 24 of which have come from their front three.

Klopp says he never doubted midfielders’ quality

However, the spectre of a free transfer beckons for the Champions League’s top scorer, who has been out of the Liverpool first team since he fractured his arm in 2020.

The hosts seemed to be cruising with a 3-0 half-time advantage, but three goals after the break saw the visitors claim a vital away goal.

France have announced their squad for the Euros, led by the usual suspects

Fernandez has taken over the left-back role this season due to a calf injury which has cost him 14 games in all competitions.

Liverpool travel to Salzburg today needing to avoid defeat against the Austrian champions if they are to claim a place in the last 16 before going up against Paris St Germain in November.

That is easier said than done as Liverpool know from their loss in 2018 that the holders are not like we won all of the games

Liverpool have scored 47 goals in 24 games in all competitions this season, 24 of which have come from their front three.

Klopp says he never doubted midfielders' quality

Klopp said he never questioned the player’s quality but “it was just unlucky” for Keita. “He’s not the only threat,” he added.

Klopp is the first manager to score in the Premier League for three consecutive seasons

Liverpool’s German manager Jurgen Klopp attends a training session at Melwood in Liverpool yesterday.

The former Chelsea and Juventus boss was in charge of Napoli when they beat Inter in the 2017 Champions League final.

Barcelona are already through to the knockouts after their 2-1 win over Slavia Prague. Under coach Ernesto Valverde, they are set to face the Danish side in the quarter-finals

Barcelona have scored 47 goals in 24 games in all competitions this season, 24 of which have come from their front three.

The Austrian champions have been at the top of their game this season, scoring 11 goals in their last three games.
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Our strength lies in our team spirit, says Khenissi

FIFA Club World Cup

Fan Entertainment Areas to offer family-friendly activities

Entertainment areas will be located at both tournament venues, Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium and Khalifa International Stadium.

Taha Yassine Khenissi (left) taking part in his third FIFA Club World Cup.

Our strength lies in our team spirit, says Khenissi

Mexico’s Monterrey arrive in Doha

Monterrey is a team with a proud history and we feel privileged to host them in Qatar. We can’t wait to see them play, and I hope the fans and players enjoy the country and get a taste of the World Cup atmosphere we will offer in 2022,” added the CEO of the FIFA Club World Cup Qatar 2019 Local Organising Committee, Nasser al-Khater.

CEO of the FIFA Club World Cup Qatar 2019 Local Organising Committee, Nasser al-Khater.

Monterrey booked their spot in Doha by beating arch-rivals Tigres UANL in the CONCACAF Champions League final showdown with USA’s Champions League winners Los Angeles FC.

CEO of the FIFA Club World Cup Qatar 2019 Local Organising Committee, Nasser al-Khater.
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